PLAY Shop

MORE LOCAL
FINDS

Print
nathan mckee

Coffee
deadstock
coffee
The sneakerthemed coffee shop
roasts its own
beans. $15; dead
stockcoffee.com

Wallet
tanner goods
Stash your cash
in this leather wallet with an electric
green edge. $65;
tannergoods.com

Found in Portland

Laundry’s eclectic selection of vintage
sportswear is a slam dunk.
Christopher Yen has been thrifting for years. After leaving a career in publishing in 2012 to open a midcentury modern furniture business, he slowly traded
in his brass floor lamps and teak dining chairs for NBA jerseys from the ’90s.
Laundry, his shop in Portland, Oregon’s Old Town Chinatown, is filled with
vintage sportswear. Racks are loaded with multicolored T-shirts, jerseys, crewneck sweatshirts, and satin jackets bearing team names and logos. Memorabilia ranging from coffee mugs to totes hang from pegs on walls. Shelves are
crowded with caps. There’s even a signed cardboard cutout of Trail Blazers legend Clyde “the Glide” Drexler. “Here, all sports are celebrated,” says Yen, “but
our bread and butter is basketball.”
36 Southwest april 2020

Planter
sissy
moon
ceramics
Your cactus would
love to call this Air
Jordan 1 planter its
new home. $84;
sissymoon.com
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Let these guys
play ball on your
wall. $25; nathan
mckeeart.com

PLAY Shop
The shop offers
indigo dye workshops, art classes,
and cocktail-making
tutorials.

MORE LOCAL
FINDS

This
all-natural soap is made
with activated
charcoal. $28;
matersoap.com

Tote
printed
matter
A perfect bag for groceries, yoga gear,
and books. $35;
printedmatter.org

Wall Hooks
julia elsas
Each hand-built
ceramic wall hook
comes with a colored screw. From
$40; juliaelsas.com

Found in Brooklyn

Fun surprises await at Relationships NYC.
This is more than a boutique. The space, with its white-painted brick walls and
pastel accents, also functions as a coffee shop, art gallery, and happening Clinton Hill hangout. Sip a frothy macchiato while perusing an eclectic assortment
of paintings, furniture, glassware, and designer rugs. Just don’t get too used
to your surroundings. “It’s always different in here,” says co-owner Su Beyazit.
She and business partner Nina Schwarz are constantly rearranging their merchandise. “We as people are evolving, so the store will evolve, too.” The women,
who opened the business in 2018, have been friends since college and aspire to
build community through their storefront. “We wanted to create a space for art
that is accessible to people,” says Schwarz. “We wanted to dial down the intimidation factor and engage people every day.”
36 Southwest march 2020

Whole
Bean Coffee
parlor coffee
This bright and floral Ethiopia Worka
Sakaro has citrus
notes. $14;
parlorcoffee.com
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Soap
mater
soap

PLAY Shop

All of Esby’s
leftover fabrics
are repurposed to
reduce waste.

MORE
LOCAL FINDS

This piece can hold
any number of essentials, from car
keys to mints. $50;
garmentory.com

Robe
hotel san josé
This cover-up
comes in blue- or
pink-striped serape.
$180; sanjosehotel
store.com

Maguey Bag
house of land

Found in Austin

The owner of Esby Apparel showcases
pieces inspired by classic men’s fashion.
Stephanie Beard spent a decade working as a designer in New York for brands
like Tommy Hilfiger, Levi’s, and Converse before launching Esby Apparel in
2014. The fashion label for women and men is inspired by traditional menswear pieces—something Beard knows a thing or two about. “I’d been collecting these ideas for years while I was designing men’s clothing but none of
the silhouettes would fit me,” Beard says. “I have a curvy body, so that was
my goal: create button-down shirts that would fit through women’s hips and
shirtdresses that have a masculine aesthetic. I’ve coined it ‘menswear mentality.’” Each collection, which can be found in her bright and airy storefront, is
made using all-natural fabrics. “My pieces have an ode to a timeless silhouette.
They’re never too trendy, and they won’t go out of style in a couple of months.”
36 Southwest january 2020

Each one-of-a-kind
bag is made using
fiber derived from
the leaves of an
agave plant. $78;
houseof.land

Cookbook
elizabeth
street café
This collection is
from Austin chefs
Tom Moorman and
Larry McGuire.
$40; phaidon.com
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Wooden Hand
watchman
woodworks

